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Introduction: On such a volcanically active world as
Io, topography is especially important for understanding lava
emplacement, mountain formation, internal dynamics, and
volcanic history.  Previously we have described our efforts to
map Io’s topography at large and small scales.  This report is
motivated by several new developments, the most important
of which are significant upgrades to our stereo topographic
mapping software and the successful application of shape-
from-shading (photoclinometry, PC) techniques to Io’s pho-
tometrically complex surface.  Here we summarize these
developments and the topographic observations and resulting
elevation maps of volcanic features completed to date, in-
cluding the first such data for lava channels.

Topographic Mapping: Shadow length triangula-
tion and limb profiles are available for Io but the vast
bulk of our data is derived from stereo and PC analy-
sis.  The digital stereo mapping technique used here is
described in detail elsewhere [1], but in brief is based
on scene recognition software [e.g., 2].  Although
highly successful on other Galilean satellites [3] stereo
mapping on Io is complicated by a number of factors
unique to that body, principally radiation noise damage
to the image, complex and variable photometric prop-
erties with phase angle, and temporal changes of vol-
canic features during the stereo sequence.  Other diffi-
culties include the blandness of the extensive Ionian
plains in many Voyager and Galileo images.  These
types of terrain do not have enough spatial detail or
contrast for the scene recognition algorithm to work
properly.  These complications, which manifest them-
selves as spurious DEM elevation data, are greatly
reduced by the use of a Stacked Progressive Cube
method of DEM analysis.  Briefly this method involves
mapping topography at progressively increasing spatial
resolutions.  The algorithm selects the statistically best
DEM elevation value with the best possible resolution
for each location from the stacked DEMs.  Thus the
resolution of the derived DEM varies from pixel-to-
pixel, depending on the nature of the surface.  Finally,
an anomaly in the original ISIS code that degraded the
resolution of the output DEM has been corrected, thus
increasing the spatial resolution of our DEMs.

Photoclinometry (PC) potentially allows the rapid
mapping of topography over large areas with a single
images but has seen extremely limited action on Io [4].
To map the Galilean satellites, we have developed a 2-
dimensional PC mapping technique that differs from
earlier efforts [5] in two major aspects.  The first in-
volves the approach to 2-dimensional mapping.  Here
we allow each parallel profile line to integrate free of
the influence of its neighbors, adjusting the lines after
integration to produce a DEM.  This approach is rela-

tively insensitive to radiation noise common in Io im-
ages.  The second innovation is to use low-phase im-
ages to model local albedo in map regions.  This effec-
tively (but never totally) accounts for the principle
source of error in PC [6], variable intrinsic albedo.
The greatest unknown in PC is the photometric func-
tion.  We use the so-called lunar-lambertian function
for Io [7], and derive photometric parameters for Io as
a function of phase angle.  PC is usually most effective
within ~20° of the terminator.  Despite these new tech-
niques, PC cannot be considered reliable over dis-
tances of hundreds of pixels.  In some areas, coincident
stereo coverage allows us to control or correct the
long-wavelength aspects of our PC-DEMs.  Finally, we
updated the pointing for all Io images using ISIS Jig-
saw software after measuring over 1000 control points.

Lava Channels: Lava channels are found on all
volcanically active planets and are an important aspect
of volcanic flow field emplacement.  Few channels are
resolved in Io imagery due to resolution limits.  The
best resolved example is the >150 km long channel
extending due southeast of the edge of Emakong
Patera [8].  Two high-resolution high-sun image mo-
saics were obtained by Galileo, providing stereo cov-
erage with vertical resolution of ~50 meters.  Although
our 3D-DEM of this channel reveals interesting details,
it is not of sufficient vertical resolution to detect the
depth of this channel and the sun is too high to cast
measurable shadows.

A lava channel observed in orbit I25 is the only
known example in the regional scale terminator images
obtained by either Galileo or Voyager.  Located at
0°N,  73°W, this channel is at least 175 km long (Fig.
1).  Alas, the channel continues beyond the edge of the
Galileo mosaic and the source cannot be identified (a
dark patera ~75 km west of the channel may be a plau-
sible candidate).  Like the Emakong channel, this ex-
ample is variable in width (0.5 to 5 km) and occasion-
ally branches into two short channels that rejoin,
forming topographic islands.  This area is featureless in
low phase observations, however, and has probably
been resurfaced by plume fallout or other thin volcanic
airfall deposits since lava emplacement.

The low incidence angles in the Galileo mosaic and
bland albedo characteristics of this region make this an
ideal target for PC topographic mapping.  Our PC-
DEM indicates this channel is ~40 meters deep.  The
fact that deep lava channels exist on Io seems to con-
firm that thermal erosion is an ongoing process but that
they are not as deep as channels on the Moon.

Volcanoes: Radially centered lava flow fields are
common on Io, forming roughly 20% of all volcanic
centers on Io [9].  Most of these volcanoes are centered
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around dark paterae a few 10's of kilometers across.
Although suggestive of shield volcano topography,
high volcanic relief of the type common in the Tharsis
region of Mars has not been observed on Io.  Stereo
DEMs of Ionian shield volcanoes confirm they have
little topographic.  Only 4 examples show any overall
relief in excess of 1.5 km.  Average slopes are ~0.5
degrees or less.  The exceptions include Moore et al.’s
[4] ~40 km wide, 2 km high volcano, a shield-like rise
at 1°S, 162°W, and two conical volcanoes near
Zamama observed at low sun during I32.  These later
two examples are 2-3 km high and 20-30 km wide. The
northern of these is the source for the frequently active
Zamama dark lava flow that extends to the east.  These
volcanoes all have very small summit cones.

The absence of shield volcano topography might be
explained by post-volcanic subsidence of topography
by deflation of magma chambers or viscous creep of
the lithosphere.  Two observations argue against this
hypothesis.  One is the absence of evidence for topog-
raphic deflation.  Topographic moats have not been
observed around these structures.  Grabens are also
visible in other areas, but not in concentric patterns
around these structures.  Although ongoing volcanism
could bury some of these features, some evidence
would be expected at the most recently deflated volca-
noes.  Second, evidence mounts that the lithosphere of
Io is thick and cold [10].  This implies that the litho-
sphere is unlikely to undergo significant deflation and
that shield volcano topography should be supportable
by flexural rigidity.  Even low viscosity lavas can build
volcanic constructs but this may not occur on Io if the
longevity of volcanic centers is sufficiently short.

The paucity of true shield volcano relief and abun-
dance of large paterae at the center of most shield-like
volcanoes suggest an alternate explanation.  We sug-
gest that most shield volcanoes go through a phase
similar to Zamama, building shields 10-40 km wide
and a few kilometers high.  Lava flows form on the
flanks of these structures, spilling out into the rela-
tively flat plains beyond.  Later in the eruption cycle,
these shields are destroyed, forming a collapse caldera
that effectively removes any topographic remnant of
the shield.  Only distal lava flow fields remain.  Subse-
quent eruptions originate from the central patera but do
not rebuild relief, presumably because lava composi-
tion changes or eruption rates increase.   Accordingly,
these shield volcanoes are candidate sites for future
major eruptions at some unknown future time.
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Fig. 1. Lava channel on Io discussed in text.  a) Galileo
image s527347465, resolution 260 m/pixel.  b) Digital
Elevation Model from photoclinometry.  Topographic
range displayed is ~300 m.  The channel has an esti-
mated depth of 30-40 m.
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